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A B S T R A C T

In the range of 4300 to 4700 cm−1, we present analysis of the 2𝜈1, 2𝜈2+𝜈3 and 𝜈1+𝜈3 bands of T16
2 O, the 2𝜈1

and 𝜈1+2𝜈2 of DT16O and the 2𝜈1 of HT16O. The analysed high-resolution spectrum has been obtained from a
Bruker IFS 125HR Fourier-transform spectrometer with a resolution of 0.025 cm−1 using an optical cell with
an activity of 10GBq. For the in total 2436 lines an individual positional uncertainty of up to 3.4 × 10−5 cm−1

and a systematic uncertainty of 7.5 × 10−4 cm−1 could be achieved. Four of the six bands have been analysed
for the first time, the 𝜈1+𝜈3 band of T16

2 O and the 2𝜈1 of HT16O have been analysed in previous works of our
group. These datasets are extended by 527 new lines and a cross check is confirming the consistency between
both works. A comparison of the assigned line positions to the variationally calculated predictions from the
Tomsk database agrees with previous findings indicating that band-specific shifts and shifts depending on the
rotational quantum numbers are observed leading to an overall difference of up to 0.3 cm−1.
1. Introduction

The radioactive hydrogen isotope tritium is of interest in multiple
research disciplines. It is used to directly determine the neutrino mass
from high-precision electron spectroscopy of its beta decay [1,2], it is
the fuel in future fusion reactors [3] and in molecular spectroscopy
it can be used for fundamental tests of quantum mechanics as the
strong isotopic effect of 1𝐻 = 𝐻 , 2𝐻 = 𝐷 and 3𝐻 = 𝑇 allow
for testing mass-dependent adiabatic and non-adiabatic contributions
[4–6]. For some of these aspects tritiated water is playing a special role
demanding a highly accurate and complete data base for the tritiated
water isotopologues as well. On the one hand, the water molecule
itself is studied in fundamental theoretical investigations [7], and on
the other hand, the highly radiotoxic vapour of its tritiated species
is generated during processes with tritium and has to be monitored
precisely [8–10] for safety reasons. Some experimental studies on the
tritiated water isotopologues have been performed [11–20] prior to
efforts by our group.

In this work, we present measurements from a high-resolution FTIR-
spectrum: the 2𝜈1, 2𝜈2+𝜈3 and 𝜈1+𝜈3 bands from the T16

2 O species, the
2𝜈1 and the 𝜈1+2𝜈2 from the DT16O species and the 2𝜈1 of the HT16O
species. Four of the six bands have been analysed for the first time,
while the 𝜈1+𝜈3 band of T16

2 O and the 2𝜈1 of HT16O have been analysed
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previously [21,22], but are extended by using an improved sample for
the measurement.

For all bands, we present line lists, a comparison to variational
calculations, the spectroscopic constants for the A-reduced Watson
Hamiltonian of the ground state and for the 𝜈1+𝜈3 band of T16

2 O and
the 2𝜈1 of HT16O a comparison to previous assignments.

2. Experiment

2.1. Experimental setup and acquisition of spectrum

The analysed spectrum has been recorded by a Fourier-transform
spectrometer Bruker IFS 125HR at a resolution of 0.025 cm−1. A near-
nominal instrumental line shape has been ensured by performing reg-
ular checks of the alignment status of the FTIR spectrometer using gas
samples filled with HCl, C2H2, or N2O [23,24]. These resulting spectra
were analysed using the LINEFIT software [25].

For the measurement of the tritiated water isotopologues a spe-
cial spectroscopic cell has been developed complying with the tritium
specific requirements for material selection and safety. Previously, our
employed cell housed a 200mm long and 4mm diameter high-reflective
aluminium light-pipe [26]. It has been shown that this geometry leads
vailable online 14 November 2023
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Fig. 1. Example of a slice of the measured spectrum with the synthetic spectrum (fit) using the ab-initio predictions of Tomsk [29] for the tritiated water species HTO, DTO and
T2O after the fitting procedure with the minuit algorithm. The positions of the lines are highlighted with markers. The ‘‘2’’ indicates that two lines of this species are in close
proximity of the marker’s position.
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a decent signal-to-noise ratio due to a long beam-path and reasonable
sample pressure. For this work, the light-pipe material was exchanged
by polished silver which offers enhanced IR reflectivity [21]. The tight
geometry restricts the gas sample to a total activity of 10GBq equivalent
to a pressure of about 35mbar. For the sample preparation, an in-
situ synthesis reactor is connected to the light-pipe cell filled with
CuO powder and to reduce the protium solved in the components
flushed with deuterium. After filling the cell with a deuterium-tritium
mixture (D2:T2 = 1 ∶ 3) with a total activity of 10GBq the synthesis
s performed by heating the reactor to 225 °C and cryo-pumping the
ater vapour into the light-pipe segment. It has been observed in

he previous sample [21,22,26–28] and by Kobayashi [20] that the
mount of protium solved in steel components is significant for such
xperiments why no additional protium has been loaded in the cell.
ote that this sample has 10 times the activity of the previous sample.
s this value is 10 times the exempted limit for this radioactive isotope,
special license was necessary for performing the experiments.

After synthesis, the spectroscopic cell contains the water isotopo-
ogues HT16O, DT16O, T16

2 O, H16
2 O, HD16O and D16

2 O, as-well as C16O2
sually used for calibration purposes and traces of methane resulting
rom reactions of the contained gases with the carbon in the steel. By
aking the relative line strengths of the water lines and the natural
bundance into account, the composition of the hydrogen isotopes is
stimated to be almost equal (H:D:T = 33% ∶ 36% ∶ 31%). For the
cquisition, an integration of 588 scans of each 30 s has been performed.
he range of 4780 to 5175 cm−1 of this spectrum has been analysed
arlier [21]. The evaluated spectrum ranges from 4300 to 4700 cm−1

ontaining the 2𝜈1 and 2𝜈2+𝜈3 bands of T16
2 O and the 2𝜈1 and 𝜈1+2𝜈2

ands of DT16O, all four analysed for the first time and the 𝜈1+𝜈3 of
16
2 O and 2𝜈1 of HT16O.

.2. Wavenumber axis calibration

The calibration of the wavenumber axis is a mandatory proce-
ure taking into account contributions like the finite field-of-view
ccepted by the interferometer, a minimal misalignment in the FTIR
eam path and dispersion effects between the HeNe reference laser
avelength and the infrared region. The interferometer is operated in
ented state, as it is mostly used for atmospheric observations In the
egion between 4200 and 4340 cm−1, the calibration has been performed
y comparing the positions of 25 HD16O lines with those from the
ITRAN database [30]. For the presented line positions, additional
ncertainty resulting from the calibration process has to be included.
2

he uncertainties on the line positions of the reference lines range
ccording to HITRAN database from 10−4−10−5 cm−1 and are therefore
aken into account as a systematic uncertainty of 1 × 10−4 cm−1. The
tatistical error on the calibration parameter leads to an uncertainty
f 6.5 × 10−4 cm−1. Contributions to the uncertainty due to the fitting
rocess, the pressure shift and the air-broadening have been considered
ut can be neglected. All sources of uncertainty taken into account a
ystematic uncertainty of 7.5 × 10−4 cm−1 from the calibration has to be
dded to the individual uncertainties of each line position.

.3. Line assignments

The line assignment has been performed on slices of the measured
pectrum containing up to 10 lines of the target gases HT16O, DT16O
nd T16

2 O, lines of the other molecules in the sample and lines from
bsorption in the beam path outside the sample. An example of a slice
f the measured spectrum is given in Fig. 1. For each slice a synthetic
pectrum is generated by simulating the line profiles using the line
arameters of the HITRAN database for the non-tritiated gases and the
ine positions and (relative) intensities from the theoretical predictions
n the Tomsk database [29] for the radioactive water isotopologues.
he synthetic spectrum takes into account the convolution of the Voigt
rofiles of the interfering lines and the response function of the FTIR
pectrometer. This model of the spectrum is fitted to the measured
pectrum using the robust minimization algorithm MINUIT [31] via the
minuit1 Python library determining the here presented line intensities
nd line centres with their individual uncertainties. As observed in
arlier works of our group [21,22,27,28] the theoretical predictions
f the Tomsk database obtained from variational calculations with the
otential energy surface of Partridge and Schwenke [32] deviate from
he measured positions with up to ±0.3 cm−1 corresponding to over 20

times the line widths. Despite the comparably large deviations of these
calculations, the accuracy of the relative line intensities and the relative
distance of lines within a band permit in most cases to perform an
initial visual assignment. Due to a high line density in the evaluated
spectra, especially for the tritiated water isotopologues, some of the
predicted line positions could not be identified unambiguously and
have been discarded. The relatively large differences to the theoretical
predictions and therefore the need of a visual assignment demands
a consistency check of the acquired data set. Therefore, the acquired

1 https://github.com/scikit-hep/iminuit

https://github.com/scikit-hep/iminuit
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Fig. 2. The assigned lines for each of the four new presented bands and the reassigned 2𝜈1 of HTO and 𝜈1+𝜈3 of T2O (all pos. y-scale) are compared in line intensity and position
to the measured IR spectrum (neg. y-scale). The band centres are indicated with dashed lines.
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Table 1
Overview of the assigned lines of the different tritiated water species to vibrational
bands with quantum numbers 𝜈1, 𝜈2 and 𝜈3 for the symmetric stretch, symmetric bend
nd asymmetric stretch. Some lines of the 2𝜈1 band of HTO and the 𝜈1+𝜈3 band of T2O

have been analysed in previous studies of our group [21,22]. The mean difference of
the line positions to the ab initio predictions from Tomsk database [29] (𝛥Tomsk ) and
he standard deviation are given. A discussion of these differences is provided in the
ext.
Species 𝜈1 𝜈2 𝜈3 New lines Updated lines 𝛥Tomsk (cm−1) STD (cm−1)

HT16O 2 0 0 107 347 −0.080 0.048
DT16O 2 0 0 440 – −0.124 0.029
DT16O 1 2 0 265 – −0.026 0.033
T16
2 O 2 0 0 479 – −0.164 0.040

T16
2 O 1 0 1 420 206 −0.139 0.039

T16
2 O 0 2 1 172 – 0.141 0.023

bands are checked for plausibility by reviewing the differences to the
predictions of Tomsk in dependency of the quantum numbers and
transition energy. A parabolic, quantum number 𝐾𝑎-dependent distri-
bution comparable to previous observations [21,28] is expected which
is further discussed it the results section. Then, as second plausibility
check for each band the fit of the spectroscopic parameters of the
Watson Hamiltonian for the ground state has been performed yielding
RMS values for the line positions up to 8.76 × 10−3 cm−1.

. Results and discussion

.1. Experimental line list and spectra

In the range from 4300 to 4700 cm−1, 2436 lines have been assigned
o ro-vibrational bands of HT16O, DT16O and T16

2 O. In Table 1 an
verview about the assigned bands is given listing new lines and
pdated lines. As this spectral range has already been analysed before
sing an optical cell with less tritium and overall lower signal-to-
oise [21,22] the earlier HTO 𝜈2 and T2O 𝜈1+𝜈3 bands have now been
nlarged by 567 lines. A comparison of the 553 common lines is given
elow.

In this study lines with rotational quantum numbers up to 𝐽 ′ = 19
nd 𝐾 ′

a = 10 have been analysed. The individual statistical uncertainties
n the line positions of the presented lines resulting from the fitting
rocedure ranges from 3.4 × 10−5 to 6.8 × 10−2 cm−1. Fig. 2 presents
comparison of the assigned spectral lines of the 6 bands with the
easured IR spectrum showing the tritiated water isotopologues to

e the dominant source of signal in this range. The band centres are
3

ndicated with dashed lines.
For all assigned bands, line lists are given as supplemental ma-
erial including the line positions, line intensities, their individual
ncertainties and the corresponding transition quantum numbers.

.2. Comparison of the assigned lines with variational calculations

While the prediction of the relative line intensities agree very well
ith the assignment the line positions deviate up to ±0.3 cm−1. In Fig. 3,

he differences of the observed line positions to those of the ab-initio
redictions from the Tomsk database (Tomsk - observed) are plotted
ver the observed line positions for the example of the 𝜈1 +2𝜈2 of DTO
nd the 2𝜈1 band of HTO including the uncertainties of the line position.
s seen in previous observations [21,22,28] and observed here for each
f the six bands, these deviations relate to a band-specific shift that can
e negative or positive as displayed in Table 1.

Furthermore, a dependence on the rotational quantum numbers is
ound. The effect is most visible in 𝐽 ′ (and 𝐽 ′′) and in 𝐾 ′

a (and 𝐾 ′′
a ) as

isualized in Fig. 4 for the example of the 2𝜈1 bands of T2O and HTO
sing 𝐽 (𝐽 + 1) as 𝑦-axis and various colours for selected values of 𝐾 ′

a.
his dependence has been observed for all bands varying in magnitude
or 𝐽 and 𝐾𝑎. Plots showing the 𝐾a and 𝐽 (𝐽 + 1) dependence for all
resented bands can be found in the supplemental material.

.3. Fit of the spectroscopic parameters to the Watson Hamiltonian

As a consistency check and for the acquisition of the spectro-
copic parameters of the ground state, combination differences with
he lines of the individual vibrational modes have been found and
sed, combined with the pure rotational lines of Helminger et al. [12]
espectively de Lucia et al. [11], to perform a fit of the non-perturbed
atson Hamiltonian.
The obtained parameters are in good agreement with those ac-

uired by Helminger and de Lucia. The RMS deviations of the line
ositions of the combination differences resulting from this fit are with
6 × 10−3 cm−1 in the order of the stated uncertainties.
Furthermore, we performed fits of Watson Hamiltonian parameters

o the upper state of each vibrational mode in HTO, DTO and T2O.
hese fits only converged with satisfactory outcome for the 2𝜈1 band
f HTO (i.e. RMS deviation of ≈ 3 × 10−3 cm−1). The RMS deviation
or the other bands are about three orders of magnitude worse. We
ttribute this to resonances due to the close proximity of modes of the
ame isotopologue in this region of interest. Further investigations of
hese resonances are ongoing but out of the scope of this work.

Tables with the fitting results for each band with the comparison to
elminger/ de Lucia can be found in the supplemental material. Also,

or each species a list with energy states is provided generated from the
ines presented in this work.
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Fig. 3. Difference of the assigned line positions to the theoretical positions from the Tomsk database (Tomsk - observed) exemplary for the 𝜈1 + 2𝜈2 of DTO and the 2𝜈1 of HTO.
Markers with colours are indicating the lines with quantum numbers 𝐾 ′

a = 3, 4 and 5, grey other lines of this band. The vertical lines represent the uncertainty on the line position.

Fig. 4. Difference of the assigned line positions to the theoretical positions from the Tomsk database (Tomsk - observed) exemplary for the 2𝜈1 of T2O and HTO. Markers with
colours are indicating the lines with quantum numbers 𝐾 ′

a = 1,3 and 5, grey other lines of this band. The 𝑦-axis is showing the dependence of the differences of the rotational
quantum number 𝐽 ′. The horizontal lines represent the uncertainty on the line position.
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Fig. 5. Line-by-line comparison of the old [21] and new datasets of the 𝜈1+𝜈3 band of T2O. For the shared line the differences are plotted in the lower plot and added up to
a histogram on the right. A Gaussian fit shows a distribution narrower than a Gaussian for the differences of shared lines. This distribution is result of a mix of a Gaussian
distribution for the assignment of blended lines and a smaller Gaussian for isolated lines. The 2𝜎-range from the Gaussian fit has been highlighted.
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3.4. Comparison of the 𝜈1+𝜈3 band of T162 O and the 2𝜈1 band of HT16 O
to previous assignments

For the comparison of the reassigned 𝜈1+𝜈3 band of T2O and the
2𝜈1 band of HTO to previous assignments, the line lists from earlier
works [21,22] of our group have been used. These lines have been
analysed from a spectrum obtained from a different sample with 1GBq
activity which corresponds to a 10 times smaller amount. Another
feature of the former sample is the large amount of protium which
leads to a comparably high signal-to-noise ratio for HTO. The line
intensities of the compared data sets shows that the signal-to-noise ratio
for this isotopologue is roughly 3 times better when using the 10GBq
sample. For the T2O species, the improvement is about 55 times larger.
Resulting from the enhancement of the SNR, 420 new lines have been
assigned to the T2O band. The HTO band data set has been enlarged
by 107 new lines.

To test for consistency of the two measurements, shared lines of
both data sets have been compared with regard to their positions. The
difference of each line has been statistically analysed in units of cm−1

as well as in units of the total uncertainty 𝜎total of the individual line
from both data sets. The total uncertainty has been determined by using
the individual uncertainty of the line positions from the fitting process
of both compared lines and their systematic uncertainty resulting from
the calibration of the spectra. The calibration has been performed
on different molecules. Therefore, the systematic uncertainty resulting
from the positional uncertainty of the HITRAN lines must be included.

𝜎total =

√

(

𝜎statold + 𝜎systold
)2

+
(

𝜎statnew + 𝜎systnew
)2

(1)

The statistical analysis of both bands shows a Gaussian distribution
ith standard deviations up to 0.80 𝜎total and minor shifts of up to
.0 × 10−4 cm−1 (both T2O). In Table 2 a comparison of these values
n units of cm−1 and 𝜎total is given. In Fig. 5 for the example of the
2O band, a line-by-line comparison of both datasets is presented. The
istribution of the differences (cf. histogram in Fig. 5) is narrower
han a Gaussian for the differences of shared lines. This distribution
s resulting from a mix of a Gaussian distribution from the assignment
f blended lines and a smaller Gaussian from isolated lines.

The higher number of outliers for HTO is probably result of the
ontinuous evolution of the analysis procedure leading to more reliable
ata for the line positions and their corresponding uncertainties for the
ost recent data, here the T O band.
5

2

Table 2
Comparison of the reassigned HTO 2𝜈1 and T2O 𝜈1+𝜈3 bands with previous assignments
21,22]. For the determination of statistical values in units of 𝜎total the individual
ncertainty of both compared lines plus their systematic uncertainty have been used.
ransitions with differences > 3 𝜎total are considered as statistical outliers and have
een excluded in the statistics.
Species, band T2O, 𝜈1+𝜈3 HTO, 2𝜈1
Lines presented 626 454
Lines previous work 206 [21] 361 [22]
New lines 420 107
Shared lines 206 347
Mean difference position (cm−1) −6.1 × 10−4 5.3 × 10−5

Std. dev. difference position (cm−1) 3.7 × 10−3 3.4 × 10−3

Std. dev. difference position (𝜎total) 0.80 0.70
Statistical outliers 2 7

4. Conclusion

After two previously assigned DTO bands from a FTIR spectrum of
a sample with an activity of 10GBq [21], we present the 2𝜈1, 2𝜈2+𝜈3
and 𝜈1+𝜈3 bands of T16

2 O, the 2𝜈1 and 𝜈1+2𝜈2 bands of DT16O and the
2𝜈1 of HT16O from this spectrum. The presented 2436 lines in the range
from 4300 to 4700 cm−1 have been assigned with an individual accuracy
from 6.8 × 10−2 cm−1 up to 3.4 × 10−5 cm−1 and a systematic uncertainty
of 7.5 × 10−4 cm−1 resulting from the calibration process.

The 𝜈1+𝜈3 band of T2O and the 2𝜈1 band of HTO have been mea-
sured and assigned in previous works of our group [21,22]. A cross
check shows a good consistency of the compared line positions within
their stated uncertainties.

A comparison with the predictions of the Tomsk database, obtained
from variation ab initio calculations and base of the assignment, shows
for all six band a deviation consisting of a band-specific shift and a shift
depending on rotational quantum numbers. These deviations have also
been observed in previous analyses [21,28].

The newly presented, accurate data of all three tritiated 16O-water
isotopologues in close proximity to each other may be foundation
for optical monitoring in the fusion fuel cycle and for environmental
sensing. Also, the further extension of the high accurate water isotopo-
logues data base by still sparse data of the tritiated species may give
opportunity to the theoretical community to investigate the adiabatic

and non-adiabatic contributions.
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